Transmission of light in optical fibers are traditionally based on total internal reflection (TIR). A high-index core surrounded by a low-index cladding has been the most basic requirement for all long-distance optical waveguides. However, within the last two years a novel class of optical fibers, allowing leakage-free guidance of light in a low-index core region, has emerged [l-41. These fibers are operating by photonic bandgap (PBG) effects, which occur due t o a periodic microstructuring of air holes in the cladding region [SI. Such PBG-fibers possess a number of properties separating them from conventional TIR-based fibers [1, 4, 6 ] -and represent a great potential for special fibers. To investigate the potential of PBG-fibers as basic transmission medium in future long-distance optical communication systems, we have previously presented an analysis of their dispersion properties [7] , and found that they may be designed to exhibit flat, near-zero dispersion over a broad wavelength range, or to exhibit a high anomalous dispersion while remaining single moded. To further investigate the potential of PBG-fibers, we present in this work an analysis of their polarization properties.
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For high-speed, optical communication systems based on conventional fibers even very low degrees of birefringence (< may cause a crucial dispersion differences between the two polarization modes. Therefore, it is vital to predict and understand the polarization effects which may result from non-uniformities in and around the core region of a PBG-fiber. At present, no experimental studies of birefringence in PBG-fibers have been presented in the literature, and all theoretical investigations have been based on PBG-fibers with ideal structures -having no unintentional imperfections or asymmetries. To analyze the polarization effects resulting from structural non-uniformities, a honeycomb-based PBG-fiber design was chosen as this was the first in which PBG-waveguidance was demonstrated. The design is illustrated in Fig. 1 , where non-uniformities were simulated by breaking the 60 degree symmetry of the structure in the immediate proximity to the center-hole defect. For the specific fibers analyzed here, a 10% diameter difference was introduced for the two air holes P compared to the remainder of holes in the fiber structure.
A modal index analysis of three different fibers is presented in Fig. 2 (a). For all three fibers the holes in the periodic cladding structure have a diameter, d,l, of O.40h and a similar sized center hole. For the 'ideal' fiber, the holes P are identical to the cladding holes, while the type 1 fiber has P holes with a diameter dp=0.44h, and the type 2 fiber has dp=0.36R. The numerical method used for the simulation was a plane-wave, variational method [6, 8] , employing 16384 plane waves to represent the field solutions. For the fiber type 1 (with increased hole sizes), the figure indicates a slight shift in the mode index towards the lower bandgap edge, i.e. towards lower index values. This may readily be understood from the fact that the imperfection causes a small increase in the air filling fraction of the core region. In accordance with this, the mode index for the fiber type 2 is shifted towards higher index values. As is apparent, these shifts do not cause significant alterations in the operational window of the fibers, which remains approximately from h/X=0.7 to 1.4, where A is the center-to-center distance between two holes in the periodic cladding structure and X is the free-space wavelength. However, the non-uniformities do result in important changes in the polarization properties of the fibers. As for conventional TIR-fibers, the guided mode for each of the fibers in Fig.2 (a) consists of two polarization modes. While these two modes for the ideal fiber -a s expected -are degenerate, the degeneracy of the guided mode is strongly lifted for both fiber type 1 and fiber type 2. This birefringence] introduced solely from the 10% diameter-change of the holes, P , is for fiber type 1 illustrated in Fig.2(b) . The figure reveals a birefringence on the order of over the operational window of the fiber. The fiber type 2 showed a slightly less degree of birefringence. Since non-uniformities are almost unavoidable with the present technology for fabricating PBG-fibers, the relatively large birefringence occurring from the modest diameter changes for the two holes P indicates a potential problem for the utilization of PBG-fibers as the basic transmission medium in a long-distance, high bit-rate, optical communication link. On the other hand, the high degree of birefringence points strongly towards applications of PBG-fibers as polarization maintaining devices.
Based on the above discussion, it may at present seem most relevant to explore the highThG2-3 / 103 birefringence potential of PBG-fibers. With this aim, a final fiber was analyzed having dc,=dc~=0.40h, dp=0.44h, and the positions of the holes P shifted a distance d p / 2 towards the center-defect. As the properties of the guided mode is mainly determined by the core geometry -while the cladding structure determines the wavelength range in which the fiber can be operated -a change in position towards the center was expected to have the largest effect on the polarization properties. The birefringence for this fiber was found to be as large as 5 .
at a normalized frequency, A/A, of 0.9. The field distributions of the two orthogonal polarization modes are illustrated in Fig.3 . In conclusion, we have presented the first investigations of polarization properties of optical fibers operating by PBG effects. Strong birefringence were seen to result from moderate nonuniformities in and around the core region. For one particular fiber, a simple, first optimization was performed, and the fiber was found to display a high birefringence of 5 .
This early study of polarization properties of PBG-fibers, therefore, suggests utilization of PBG-fibers for polarization maintaining and manipulating purposes -but also indicate a potential limitation to their use as a basic transmission medium for long-distance optical communication.
